
Dear Harvest Partner,
This is a very prophetic letter as we are entering the New Year 2014.  I’m bringing you some writings from the past Scripts as well

as part of the last letter that Brother Frisby wrote. And now this wonderful letter from Neal Frisby.
“A fundamental change in the U.S.A. will take place. Overseas they will be moving toward a new and direct arrangement. As was

prophesied, we see part of it coming to pass in their policy towards China and Russia! Finally a new monetary system of finances
will come into being from Satan’s own maneuvering among men in high positions! A betrayal of this nation is coming in order
for it to maintain its pleasure and prosperity! The dollar is being devalued and there will still be financial problems over the world
until the geniuses of Satan create a new world combining a new system of money, finally seducing nations into the mark. World trade
will rise of which we will speak more of later. International wickedness and pleasure will rise right along with the beast system. The
U.S.A. is entering a transition time, changing between the old and the new. The youth will become more bold and take control of
many positions and bring or influence many unusual changes who will want to live for just now and won’t care about
tomorrow, selling their self to the beast system in order to have materialistic living!”

“The merchants of Babylon will reach its zenith soon! In Rev. 13 we see the rise of the government beast, then in Rev. 17:3, 5 we
see the harlot church riding the beast of merchants. It will be a great city within a system of cities for world trade.” – “Ungodly sin
and orgies will rise right along with this. It will be full of precious things, gold, silver, fabulous silks and scarlets, costly pearls and
jewels! Push button inventions for leisure, delicious foods, manufacturers will heap high their goods! Fastest airships in travel, every
kind of pleasure invented. Women will sell their bodies and men their souls to gratify their consuming lust. God gives them over into
madness to wallow in delusion! The evil blood will boil in their veins for debauchery. Money will become their God. Subtle and
mysterious music will accompany all of this, drumming them along in their mad craze incoherence of the time! The wheels of
lust continually turning to where it will never be enough. Truly God lets Satan loose, bringing forth sensuous pleasures of Sodom! All
the bare vile sex pictures of Hollywood will be a mild fore-runner of what will be in this great Babylon, which also becomes the
theatre of the occult, black magic and witchcraft. Truly Satan is incarnate in a man directing all of this as legions of devils will be
turned loose. Babylon will be full of demon possessed characters with the nature of the beast! They will glory in the antichrist!” –
“Everywhere we look we see God’s signs warning people the age is terminating. In every direction on the globe we see
prophecy fulfilling! We are reaching the turning point in world affairs. It stands before all nations!”

From 2008-2014 will be the most hectic and powerful forces not only effecting the whole earth, but nature. Plus I wrote that a
woman and a man rising could get in the White House so that’s also in the offing or could be near the dates covering one cycle after
2014.  But however you look at it there’s no way to describe a very powerful and dramatic event in the history of the USA and
world. The unexpected cannot be described; surprises in the world, USA and leadership. But China will also be acting up more. In
our days even leading up to that some more things we’ve seen in the past will increase in the days ahead. We can’t put a date on it.

Earth is now in the beginning of what is going to become the Great Tribulation. We should keep our eye on Armageddon when
Russia and then China will come behind them in a later date. – Awful bloodshed and inhuman catastrophe! Even in our time the
cataclysms in the sea and under the earth will still be acting up like before. So what I’m trying to bring out is a short view of
things yet to be. The Lord himself revealed those dates and we’re already seeing an immense amount of things that the Lord has
written in the past. Our armed forces will still yet have powerful technology and military science will reach a state that our military
will look like robots. Also in other types, robots in planes. – In Joel 2:7-8, “and they shall march every one on his ways, and they
shall not break their ranks. Neither shall one thrust another; they shall walk every one in his path.” Our military will look like they
can blend in with anything (camouflage) in nature and be like computers. So the enemy will be looking at an illusion and be at a great
distance from the illusion. Technology is beyond science fiction! Science will be like magic. Science in this will reach such a state
you could not even imagine. The days saith the Lord of the shortening of time is upon you. My writings and the events given
will come with immense changes. We’re ending Rev. 10:4-7 when I foretold of the secret thunders. – I do nothing, I come to
the prophets first. So He has laid out a pattern that you must not forget.

“Yet again I will speak, saith the Lord. The stage of the dates given is preparing for the man of perdition (antichrist). Atomic
weapons will be used before Armageddon on some nations. And yet one more passage: Read Chapter 16 of Revelation and Chapter
18. It’s all leading in the exact direction. Behold, it’s coming wherein I wrote that the wise would understand but the foolish
would know nothing!” In the last book of Daniel, Chapter 12, he said in verse 9, “Go thy way, Daniel: for the words are closed up
and sealed till the time of the end.” End quote.   What a timely and important message in this letter preparing us for the Translation!
We’re turning the prophetic corner and Jesus is coming very soon. 2014 will be another important time cycle year.

This month I am releasing a very important book called “The Dual Babylon's” that will fit right in with this letter, and also a DVD
called “Deliverance From Fear and Anxiety.” To complete our projects I will need your wonderful help and prayers. Jesus has a very
special blessing on all who help. May He prosper and bless you in the New Year.

                                                                                         Your Brother in Christ,

All three new CD’s/Cassettes, $15.00 donation: New DVD release: “Deliverance From Fear and Anxiety”
“The Invisible Power”                                                              Also available: “The Creator Visits Man”
“Real Faith Remembers”                                                                          ($20.00 donation each)
“Saving of Others” www.NealFrisby.com
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